Business Analytics
for Intelligent IT

The System of Intelligence for IT ™
Modern IT organizations have deployed numerous operational systems
to streamline their sophisticated enterprise of people, processes, and
projects. Unfortunately, the resulting sets of rich data end up trapped in
fragmented systems of record. This lack of full visibility into operations
impedes IT organizations from delivering rapid innovation and a consumergrade experience while controlling costs and risks.
Numerify’s suite of cloud-based analytical applications unshackles this data
and delivers a comprehensive system of intelligence for IT. Leaders can
leverage Numerify to obtain critical insights and build a data-driven IT™
organization that makes decisions based on hard evidence.

Don’t Settle for Static Reports!
Operational applications often include reports that address the here-and-now questions such
as “how many incidents are currently open?” But you need to know the “why” behind the
“what” to conduct more meaningful analyses. These answers often require deep analytics
such as machine learning algorithms or cross-source correlations from systems like project
management, software development, and finance.
Only a sophisticated analytical platform powered by a data warehouse and in-memory data
stores can deliver such capabilities. With Numerify’s advanced analytical applications, IT
managers gain the ability to answer new questions as they arise.

Analytics for the Plan-Build-Run Landscape
Numerify’s built-for-IT suite of analytical applications give IT leaders full visibility and intelligence into
their Plan-Build-Run operations. Each application offers hundreds of pre-built metrics, reports, and
role-based dashboards. Our cloud-based application frees your developers from setting up KPIs and
metrics or data extraction routines, saving you significant time, effort, and valuable IT resources.

Plan
Project and Portfolio Analytics provide a
comprehensive view of your planning and
project activities, from the portfolio level
down to individual time cards. Deliver
projects on time and on budget with
multiple views of project costs, progress,
activities, and resource usage. Leverage
data from typical project management
and development systems as well as
agile applications to fully understand
project performance, evaluate resource
allocation, and track project financials.
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Build
Gain immediate visibility into SDLC
processes with Software Development
Analytics, which leverage critical data
trapped in your development and testing
tools. Understand how your Build and Run
processes impact release velocity to make
optimal decisions that accelerate innovation
and enable a continuous delivery system.
Understand the full impact of application
quality issues on production by analyzing
your SDLC and operational data together in
one place.

Run
Tackle ITIL processes spanning incidents,
requests, outages, changes, and beyond
with IT Service Analytics. Analyze
challenges pertaining to incident demand,
service request health, configuration items,
service level integrity, and change failures
and compliance. Use IT Asset Analytics to
extract in-depth data from your CMDB,
asset management system, and other
relevant systems for comprehensive insight
into your IT technology infrastructure.

Unique Capabilities Enable Deep Insights
Best-in-class IT business models
Metrics and models built on industry standards such as
ITIL, PMI, and DevOps methodology

Full-spectrum analytics
Access pre-built dashboards, self-service visual
analytics, and predictive analytics
.

Comprehensive data coverage
Integrate service, asset, project, financial, and HR
systems as well as APM and machine log data

Personalized playbook
Customizable and extensible to reflect your
organization, your processes, and your priorities
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The Benefits of a Powerful Platform

GET STARTED TODAY

ABOUT NUMERIFY

For more information, visit www.numerify.com,
subscribe to Numerify’s newsletter, or visit our
Resources Page.

Numerify provides IT leaders with a unified
system of intelligence for end-to-end visibility
into their Plan-Build-run activities. Data-driven
leaders leverage Numerify to drive value across
their people, processes, and projects.

Contact Numerify Sales at sales@numerify.com
or call us at (408) 822-9611

